
 
 

 

Parents of Class IV Sapphire about Cook with Dad 

 

Hi Amarjeet Di, 

 

First I would like to thanks TOS for organizing such a wonderful event and also Special Thanks to all the 

managing team.  Your team kept the atmosphere so friendly and cool which made us comfortable 

immediately and at one point i thought if i am participating in some Cookery Reality show.  

The event was so well manage that there was no sign of any chaos.  The ingredients provided were simple 

to understand which help us deciding our menu immediately and also think of some innovative ideas.  It 

was also interesting to see enthusiasm between all the parents and were seriously engaged in preparing 

their dishes.  

 

I should also appreciate all the judges who showed their courage to taste our dishes and their face 

expression were immediately showing the marks we going to get.   All the pupils participated were also 

enjoying the event and I am sure they also will think that Cooking can be fun and hence fort help there 

tired mummies in kitchen.   

 

I would like to once again thank all the managing team for organizing such an wonderful event and 

providing us chance to know our hidden talent. Looking forward for some more events hereafter. 

 

Thanks and Regards and Applause to all the winners 

 

Deven S  (Swayam's Dad) 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dear Mrs Tuteja, 

 

I had a lot of fun in the 'Cooking with Dad' event. Atmosphere was full of energy and enthusiasm. Off 

course there were few glitches like forgetting some utensils etc. but despite that everything went well. 

 

Congratulations to you and all the other teachers for organizing this fun-filled event. 

 

Best Regards 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dear Amar di,  

 

I attended Saturday's program "Cooking with Dads" and if I am not mistaken, I was one of few mothers 

who have participated in this program, as my husband could not attend due to prior commitments at his 

office. 



 
 
 

Let me tell you, this was one of the few programs ever I enjoyed so much. I and Rohit really enjoyed 

working together and I personally feel, it is a very good attempt in bonding with the child. I loved the 

program so much that, now we have decided to involve everyone in the family in this activity at least once 

in a month. 

 

I feel this program has helped Rohit to inculcate the habit of helping others while doing any work as well 

as confidence in terms using various utensils for making the dishes as well understand the usage of 

various ingredients. 

 

Such programs, I am sure help develop students holistically. 

 

Regards 

Anuradha 

Mother of Rohit Akundi 

 

It was fun making food with Janhavi, it was a new dish n a new experience for me 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Hi, 

 

Thanks for taking the initiative in arranging the unique event - Cook with Dad last Saturday. Together with 

Adrika I did enjoy the morning thoroughly. Good to see great participation and sense of competitiveness 

among all the Dads. I guess you have achieved two objectives at one stroke: 

 

- provided opportunity for the Dads to spend some quality time with their Kids, and 

 

- forced the Dads (read lazy ones) to try hands in the households 

 

Look forward to many such events involving both the parents and families. 

 

Thanks once again. 

 

Cheers 

Sourav 

(D/O Adrika Sen) 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


